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About This Game

Are you ready for The Videokid challenge?

Test your skills to the max with this fun & challenging arcade style skate game set in a retro 1980s neighbourhood filled with
danger...

Skate, hitch and grind your way through hazardous streets; dodging 80s bikes, cars, trucks, trains & more. The Videokid is jam
packed with 80s nostalgia. Relive classic moments of all your favourite movie, tv and cartoon characters and remember... the

further you get the more epic the references become!

"What a wonderful game this is - an exacting arcade treat shot through with 80s childhood memories." Christian Donlan,
Eurogamer

"You’ll find that The VIDEOKID throws in every nostalgic thing you loved about the 80s into an 8-bit fast-paced Paperboy-
esque gaming experience. Plug in your walkman and lace up your Reebok Pumps..." Niko & Dawn, Indiewatch

"It's like PaperBoy on 80s steroids" twitter.com/MastaCodyD

"An awesome trip down memorylane!" twitter.com/HeinyReimes

The goal is simple: Avoid being busted by the cops, pull off sick tricks and complete crazy combos to earn bonuses; all whilst
trying to stay alive just long enough to deliver your pirate video round and get to your girl in time! From retro arcade style sound
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effects, to the incredible 8bit inspired soundtrack (written by DJ Savant) the Videokid pays pure homage to your favourite
games of the golden era.

FEATURES:
- Take on 'The Videokid challenge' & be amongst the top 25 hall of fame

- Unlock and play as some of your favourite 80s inspired characters
- Wreak havoc on the wrong side of the law for maximum score

- Pull off sick skate tricks & crazy combos
- Laugh at endless ways to bail, slam and fail

- Earn cash to spend on radical upgrades & powerups in the skateshop
- Experience the nail-biting tension... the longer you live the harder it gets

- See how many classic 80s characters & vehicles you can spot
- Relive your nostalgic childhood where all things were awesome

CONTROLLER OPTIONS
press "a" to restart or "y" to enter the store
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Title: THE VIDEOKID
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PixelTrip Studios
Publisher:
PixelTrip Studios
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017
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This game might be new and all but there is way too many bugs for released.(No stamina, frozen characters, getting stuck in the
blocking animation and getting stuck in walls). goat explode and fly high. i like licking the toaster. This content mostly revolves
around the new "Area X". It's not bad, and I'm not going to look a gift horse in the mouth, it's just not exactly what I was hoping
for.. Multiplayer is dead, brothers. The story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee porn. The best game in the history
of video games. It is a nice classic tank battle arcade game with lots of different levels.. Short game, worth the money.
It's a platformer with charming doodles, which includes some neat animations and fitting music. Gave me some smile on my
face!
The music was a bit loud though and I think that couldn't be changed ingame.

So if you're a bit depressed and got an hour, then grab that one and free your mind.. The writing isn't good. It's going for
melancholy but it just never feels right, it lacks any kind of dramatic urgency, it's self-indulgent. The mechanics are minimal.
You walk. You press E to engage. There are no verbs here. The game wears its ideas on its sleeves.

I would not recommend it, but it's pretty, I'll give it that.. Now is the PERFECT TIME TO GET BLACK OPS 3 (mostly for
zombies)
Here's why
Bo4 Zombies ♥♥♥♥ing sucks - okay it doesnt suck but it's missing the charm the all previous Black Ops games. Weapons
variety is lackluster in Bo4 but there's a good amount of weapons in Bo3. Don't like em? Mod the game so you can have Bo1
weapons or Bo2 weapons, or MW weapons, EVEN HALO WEAPONS.

The revival of Modded maps - When Mod tools were introduced we had alot of lazy challenge box maps that Zombie Youtubers
just eat up. Cheese cube and Octagonal Ascension are a few culprits. (they arent the lazy ones but you get my point)

Zombie Chronicles exists

other mods like a Wario Ware esque game

8 Player Grief Mod
and a plethora of other reasons.

As for Multiplayer, its sorta alive, It's not as alive as other games like MW2 or Bo2 but it still has enough players to get a match
going. Even though it has Exo Movement it's executed perfectly.

As for Singleplayer it's okay, I only found real enjoyment in coop and Nightmare mode.

The price is pretty expensive, What i recommend is getting it off a Keysite but Buy all the DLC on here or Humble. or if it's on
sale for 30-45 dollars, it's still a good buy because now it comes with zombie chronicles. Black Ops 3 is honestly a master piece
of a game for zombies, even though it has a soulless gobblegum system, it's made with love and the same amount, if not more is
being put into the game by the players and modders. Pick it up ASAP
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It takes a very special set of skills to screw up a HOG.. Nice dlc but I can't figure out how to activate it ;( someone help!. I
bought this on a whim not expecting it to do anything more than help fill some spare time, and the game turned out to be an
excellent way to fill that time. The first few levels teach you how to play, without obviously being a tutorial or babying you
along. It is extremely gratifying to complete the puzzles; blowing up piggy banks and a safe is a lot of fun. Each level has a time
limit which is often challenging, and this adds to replayability. It's easy to get hooked and play level after level.

The music is upbeat and tuneful, this is one of the few games where I haven't bothered to mute the soundtrack.

Finally, the game is polished and free of bugs and I highly recommend it.. Disclaimer: You'll find nothing useful in this
DLC, only cosmetics and bonus content.

In game features:
+ 5 awesome hats, 1 per hero
+ 2 absolutely useless cosmetic trinkets

Other: (in your game's directory)
+ magnificent soundtrack by Jesper Kyd (wish they updated it with story DLCs soundtracks)
Upd: THEY DID! :D
+ artbook
+ lore friendly map of Ubersreik and friendly neighborhood
+ short development vid

Summary:
Nice way to support awesome developer and look cool in the process, but nothing more. Keep up the good work
Fatshark!. It's okay for a short game but I want shortcuts, not click and drag, a pause button so I can put my defenders
properly and a halo showing how my defenders' reach. It is also difficult to grind for coins for upgrades imo
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